
After postwar elec-
tions, belligerents decide to either return to war or consolidate peace. Many
scholars and policymakers herald postwar democratization and elections after
civil war as being positive for peace because institutionalized channels for op-
position generally reduce violent conºicts and limit social unrest.1 If avenues
for political expression and nonviolent ways to redress one’s grievances are re-
stricted and war ensues, then providing political rights, especially to excluded
groups,2 should lead to sustained peace and prevent revolution.3 An open po-
litical system, access to political participation, and the ability to seek change
nonviolently have a signiªcant negative effect on the likelihood of renewed
war.4 Inclusive elections, in particular, are well suited to inoculating a society
against a return to civil conºict.5 Generally, postwar democratization and the
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ability to compete for power through the ballot box instead of on the bat-
tleªeld help keep the peace.

Scholars also acknowledge that with the advent of elections in postwar soci-
eties comes risk.6 The lack of institutionalized democracy in many postwar
settings prompted Dawn Brancati and Jack Snyder to warn of the strong likeli-
hood that electoral “losers will refuse to accept the results peacefully.”7 Some
dramatic exemplars include warlord Charles Taylor in Liberia and Union for
the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) rebel Jonas Savimbi. In the words
of Terrence Lyons, “A great many Liberians believed that Taylor would return
to war if he lost the election.”8 Because Taylor won, the state progressed to-
ward peace, albeit one that was short-lived. Following the Bicesse Accords
in Angola in 1991, Savimbi allegedly told a British television crew that “If I
lose . . . I will send my men back to the bush to ªght again. We will not accept
[electoral] defeat.”9 When Savimbi did lose the UN-monitored election, he re-
fused to accept the result and Angola plunged back into civil war.10

The assumption that electoral losers will resume hostilities has motivated a
robust body of scholarship aimed at determining how to harness the beneªts
of democracy for peace while mitigating democracy’s risks, such as through
power-sharing,11 election timing,12 and international monitors.13 Whether elec-
tion results affect the durability of a state’s transition from anarchy to order
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is unexplored, however, as is whether combatant parties who lose postwar
electoral contests will return to war. This article illuminates when and how
these belligerent electoral actors choose to either sustain or break the postwar
peace. I posit that postwar elections increase the chance of war if the mili-
tary balance of power inverts after war and the war-loser performs poorly in
the elections.

In founding postwar elections, I argue that citizens are likely to elect the
party that they deem best able to secure the state, which I refer to as “security
voting.” I contend that citizens use the outcome of the war as a heuristic for
competence on security to guide their votes, electing the militarily successful
belligerent for its promise of prospective peace. The implication of such secu-
rity voting is that war-winners often have an advantage in postwar elections.
Absent power shifts, this scenario should tend to be stabilizing because the
victorious belligerent party emerges as the most capable of both suppress-
ing its own violence and deterring its opponent—the loser, who is militarily
weaker—from remilitarizing.14 With an unaltered distribution of military
power after war, there exists little reason for either the victorious or the van-
quished belligerent parties to reinitiate violence; the election results reºect this
underlying power balance, and a new war would be unlikely to yield a differ-
ent outcome. Peace should thus hold.15

Yet, the tendency for citizens to use war outcomes to heuristically guide
their security vote can also create a perilous tension when the war-winners are
no longer more powerful than the war-losers. In these circumstances, citizens
often do not accurately update their expectations about who is better able to
provide stability in the future. If the war-winner, downgraded in power, wins
the election, the loser will remilitarize because it now has an electoral incentive
to do so, thereby causing bargaining to fail.16 In particular, demonstrating ad-
vantageous outcomes on the battleªeld endows belligerent successor parties
with a unique ability to claim credit for the security that military successes
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bring and to own the prospective security issue in subsequent elections.17 In
sum, shocks that misalign electoral results with military power are likely to
spark war recurrence.

The rest of this article proceeds as follows. First, I explore the relation-
ship between election results and the decision to resume war in the exist-
ing literature, and I outline my argument. In the second section, I analyze
organizational-level data on postwar election outcomes and remilitarization to
show how postwar elections increase the chance of renewed war if the military
power balance after war inverts and the war-loser is also the electoral loser.
Then, I use survey evidence on issue salience and voting to show the preva-
lence of the security voting mechanism globally. Finally, I use qualitative case
studies to bolster claims about how power balances and polling results affect
decisions to resume hostilities or keep the peace. I conclude the article with
implications for scholarship and policy aimed at sustaining peace following
civil wars.

Existing Theories of Elections and War Recurrence

Many scholars associate the sustainable resolution of civil war with the ballot
box.18 New governments often must be formed after armed conºicts and, if the
citizenry elects these governments, it confers upon them legitimacy.19 Democ-
racies tend to peacefully resolve conºicts.20 If ballots can substitute for bullets,
then allowing the former should diminish having to resort to the latter, a
ªnding echoed in studies of democratization and war.21 Inclusive elections in
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particular—those that permit rebel groups to form legal parties and contest
power nonviolently—should lengthen the duration of peace after civil war.22

But absent United Nations (UN) interventions and power-sharing arrange-
ments, researchers document the tendency for postwar elections to cause re-
newed war.23 Building on Arend Lijphart’s writings on democracy in divided
societies,24 scholars argue that institutions can mitigate the risk that belliger-
ents will resume ªghting by providing them with some guaranteed power,
either through proportional representation or seat/cabinet quotas.25 Indeed,
the conventional wisdom in the academic literature, among policymakers, and
even in the UN’s standard operating procedures is that delayed elections em-
bedded in power-sharing regimes constitute the path to peace. According to
this wisdom, quick elections and majoritarian systems are dangerous in post-
war contexts.26

These prescriptions for peace center speciªcally on overcoming the risk that
electoral losers will return to war.27 Yet, focusing on the structural dimensions
of the elections, these pioneering studies of postwar politics and peace posit—
but do not empirically test—a series of hypotheses about the relationship be-
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tween election results and the decision to resume war. In general, are postwar
election losers likely to remilitarize? And what is the likelihood that those who
lose postwar elections in either majoritarian or proportional representation
systems will resume hostilities?28 Is the risk of returning to war greater among
those who lose elections held soon after war, or years after the conºict termi-
nates?29 Finally, does international surveillance help consolidate peace by de-
terring electoral losers from remobilizing?30 This article will empirically
demonstrate that losers do not invariably contest the election results through
violence, nor do they become more likely to do so absent arrangements to
share power, delay polling, or involve external monitors.

A Farewell to Arms? Postwar Military Power and Electoral Results

I argue against the conventional wisdom that, absent guarantees, electoral los-
ers will remilitarize. Postwar election results in and of themselves are not
likely to lead to a return to violence. Instead, I ªnd that elections tend to be sta-
bilizing if the balance of military power holds after war. If it instead shifts
after the war’s end, and electoral results become misaligned with military
power, the newly strengthened belligerent is incentivized to return to war.
Table 1 intersects the distribution of power with the post-conºict election out-
comes to generate predictions for resumed war and consolidated peace. The
table yields four potential outcomes, which I call “leviathan peace,” “revision-
ist war,” “residual peace,” and “recalibrated peace.” The next sections discuss
each explanatory factor (i.e., power balance and election outcomes) and the
process by which they combine to generate enduring peace or a return to war,
as illustrated in ªgure 1. This section also examines how my theory applies to
military draws, and it sheds light on why the theory’s explanatory power
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diminishes over the medium-term, deªned as more than ªve years after civil
wars conclude.31

power balance and election outcomes

Postwar upsets to the balance of power have varied exogenous and endoge-
nous sources.32 Importantly, they vary in their legibility by citizens and by
belligerent parties. Sources of shocks include changes in external military
sponsorship and international policy brokers (including intervener entry or
exit),33 shifting domestic alliances involving third-party violent actors, and dif-
ferential processes of disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR)
and security sector reform.34

Figure 2 depicts a continuum of different outcomes for how wars end,
ranging from “government victory” to “rebel victory.” In the middle are two
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Postwar Balance of Power

stable power balance upset power balance

Election
Outcome

war-winner wins election leviathan peace revisionist war

war-winner loses election residual peace recalibrated peace



indecisive outcomes in which neither side wins the war outright.35 For the
“relative government victory” category, the government wins the war, but
the rebels’ organization remains viable. The “military draw” category fea-
tures belligerents who ended war at military parity or a “mutually hurt-
ing stalemate.”36
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In my framework, the power balance between the belligerents is either
stable/reinforced or inverted. In the former case, the war-winner remains or
becomes even more militarily superior, and in the case of a draw, the military
symmetry is maintained. In the latter case, the war-loser becomes more mili-
tarily powerful than the war-winner, and in the case of a draw, the military
symmetry becomes military asymmetry. The deªnitive power shift of this lat-
ter case alters expectations for future war outcomes and, therefore, future elec-
tion outcomes. I focus on a shock to the distribution of military power after the
civil war ends but before the ªrst election occurs. Below, I discuss what hap-
pens if the distribution of power changes after the ªrst election.

The framework’s second explanatory factor is the founding postwar
election outcomes. Speciªcally, I examine whether the war-winner wins or
loses the election, or whether the stalemated belligerents in the case of a mili-
tary draw either split the vote or one party wins it outright. The war-winner’s
successor party can lose the election to either the war-loser’s successor party
or a nonbelligerent party. I deªne nonbelligerent parties as conºict-era organi-
zations that did not have a coercive apparatus in the armed conºict, or new
parties that emerge after the war whose platforms and memberships do not
represent the wartime armies.

mechanisms: security voting and heuristics

When emerging from civil conºict, as Thomas Hobbes contends, the “ªnal
cause, end, or design of men (who naturally love liberty, and dominion
over others) . . . is the foresight of their own preservation, and of a more
contented life thereby; that is to say, of getting themselves out from that miser-
able condition of war.”37 Following mass violence, “people [are] desperate for
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Figure 2. A Continuum of War Outcomes



peace.”38 Of course, myriad other non-security issues concern voters, in-
cluding clientelism, ideology, partisanship, the economy, coercion, and the
mistrust, hatred, and resentment that may stem from violence.39 Additionally,
the salience of insecurity varies signiªcantly across states, regions, and in-
dividuals, and belligerents also draw on core supporters who are committed
to the wartime cleavage. Nonetheless, as I defend empirically, in most post-
war states, an important segment, if not a majority, base their votes on secu-
rity issues.

Security constitutes a valence issue. In contrast to position issues—on which
voters have different ideal points and parties stake out speciªc positions on
a policy spectrum—valence issues include those on which there is consensus
about a policy’s purpose, such as lower crime or economic growth, or in
this case, enhanced security. On valence issues, voters judge parties on the ba-
sis of their reputations and “accumulated historical evidence,”40 which deter-
mine the parties’ credibility at being able to handle the issues.41 To determine
who is the most competent provider of future societal peace, voters use the
war’s outcome as a heuristic. Winning the war, even if not outright, enables a
belligerent to claim credit for ceasing the wartime violence and thereby evade
blame for war’s atrocities.42 This credit allows the war-winner party to turn its
powerful coercive record into an electoral asset rather than a liability. The war-
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winner party may brandish its resulting reputation for competence on security
to convince voters that it is more likely to provide future peace than its un-
tainted nonbelligerent party rivals. It can thereby own the paramount security
issue and perform well in the election.

peace and war scenarios after postwar elections

Through these mechanisms of war outcome heuristics and security voting, the
postwar balance of power and election outcomes yield four possible scenarios,
which I discuss in turn (see ªgure 1).

leviathan peace. If the military power balance proves stable and the infor-
mational cue of war outcomes to gauge security competence leads the war-
winner to election success, then peace is likely. The winning belligerent enjoys
both the capacity and the motivation to keep the peace, possessing, in
Hobbesian terms, the necessary sovereign power to “over-awe” and protect
the population “against all others.”43 Additionally, neither the winning nor the
losing belligerent have reasons to reinitiate violence; their “mutual expecta-
tions about the consequences of [future] ªghting . . . remain the same, the bar-
gain struck between the belligerents should persist since neither side expects
that a resumption of conºict would result in a better deal” and thus a different
future election result.44 My theory predicts that leviathan peace is thus likely
to hold.45

revisionist war. Volatile transitions from war to peace feature signiªcant
uncertainty and indeterminacy. Information becomes incomplete and asym-
metric, and citizens do not receive additional informational cues on the rela-
tive distribution of power. Accordingly, it becomes difªcult for citizens to
update their understandings of who is the most competent on security if the
military balance changes outside of the context of war. Many power shifts—
particularly those involving DDR and third-party domestic alliances—are il-
legible to the population. The lay voters, therefore, still tend to rely on “who
won the war” as their heuristic for which party can sustain future stability.
This cognitive shortcut proves perilous because citizens casting their ballots on
security grounds—whom I consider to be “security voters”—elect the now
militarily weaker war-winner and, in so doing, misalign electoral results
with military power.
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Although war is theoretically costly, the “who won the war” heuristic and
the prevalence of security voting after civil conºict diminish the costliness of
remilitarization. Because military success in war yields a unique electoral divi-
dend, if the citizenry fails to detect postwar power upsets, a return to war
becomes ex ante beneªcial rather than costly for the war-loser and the elec-
toral loser. The war-loser, now militarily more powerful, will decide to re-
militarize in order to win the next war and enter future elections from a
militarily superior position. The electoral assets of winning the subsequent
war—retrospective credit for bringing gains in security and the ability to own
the prospective security issue—are beneªts incurred only through ªghting.
These beneªts cannot be transferred ex ante. The electoral loser thus initiates
revisionist war.46

residual peace. In the event of a stable postwar power distribution, if the
war-winner loses the election, it tends to lose to a nonbelligerent party rather
than the war-loser. There are three primary reasons for war-winners to lose
elections, despite still holding the military upper hand.

First, the national electorate may not view security as being a highly salient
issue. For example, if war ravaged only certain parts of a state or affected spe-
ciªc demographics, security voting is not likely to explain national-level elec-
tions because war violence did not affect most of the population. Instead,
economic voting, clientelism, and partisanship are more likely to dominate
vote choice in such contexts. If these other dimensions of voting do not corre-
late with security voting, given their preeminence, war-winners may lose the
founding political contest.

Second, despite being well-positioned to successfully campaign on the secu-
rity issue, the war-winner may fail to foster a reputation for competence on se-
curity and to convince the citizenry that it is capable of restraining itself during
peacetime. As a result, even though security is a salient voting issue, a poor
campaign will undermine the war-winner’s performance at the polls.

The third reason why war-winners may lose the election despite military
prowess rests not with the parties but with the voters. Belligerent and nonbel-
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ligerent parties make alternative claims to the security issue. In Madisonian
terms, the former promises sufªcient strength to “enable the government to
control the governed,” whereas the latter pledges enough restraint to “control
itself.”47 During the highly uncertain transition from war to peace, voters—
particularly “those who suffered the war in their own ºesh [and] who most
understand the need for peace”—tend to prefer the iron-ªst security that levia-
than peace offers.48 But sometimes citizens prefer to elect a party that priori-
tizes rule of law (i.e., an untainted nonbelligerent party) over law and order
(i.e., the war-winner).

Given the unchanged military power dynamic of the residual peace sce-
nario, it is not rational for the election-losing war-winner to resume hostilities.
Remilitarizing would not change the three primary reasons that war-winners
lose elections in this scenario; it would be unlikely to render security salient for
the national population, amend a war-winner’s electoral missteps, or cause
voters to reverse their preferences for rule of law over law and order. Any pro-
spective election outcome would therefore remain the same. Accordingly, in
these cases, residual peace consolidates.

recalibrated peace. The ªnal scenario involves an inverted power balance
from a shock that is legible to civilians. In this case, both the citizens and the
war-winner update their estimates of the postwar power balance. Citizens
engage in accurate security voting and elect the newly empowered war-
loser party. The strengthened war-loser deters the war-winner (which is now
weaker militarily) from returning to war because the latter recognizes that it
would likely fare poorly in a future military contest, and, thus, in subsequent
postwar elections. The war-winner, therefore, concedes the electoral loss and a
recalibrated peace emerges.49

As table 2 shows, leviathan peace and revisionist war are the most likely
outcomes because of the prevalence with which citizens use security voting
and the war outcome heuristic. Although this article has thus far focused on
elections that take place after clear military victories or relative wins, I argue
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that this logic should also apply to cases of stalemates or draws, which I dis-
cuss next.

military draws

In the case of a draw, the security voting model predicts that each side will
gain comparable credit (and thus reputation for security competence) for end-
ing the war through a ceaseªre, a truce, or an accord. Although stalemated
belligerents’ perceived security capabilities are inferior to those who win, these
drawn parties tend to divide the security vote.50 If the power balance remains
stable, this divided security vote should facilitate peace because a second war
would likely result in a similar draw and repeated split vote. If the power bal-
ance persists but the belligerents do not share the vote, either other issues mat-
ter more to the electorate than security, or the belligerent parties did not
campaign effectively on the security issue. Returning to war cannot remedy
these reasons for dampened electoral performance; residual peace should
thus emerge.

If the balance of power instead shifts and the belligerents split the vote, this
outcome becomes incongruous with the new military power balance. The re-
cently empowered belligerents are incentivized to engage in revisionist war in
order to enter future elections as the military winner. But if citizens recognize
the power shift, update their calculus of security competence, and award the
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50. Although I assume that voters’ access to information on the parties at a draw is comparable, it
may in fact be unequal because incumbents tend to have greater control over propaganda. See
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Table 2. Empirical Cases of Post-Conºict War and Peace

Postwar Balance of Power

stable power balance upset power balance

Election
Outcome

war-winner wins
election/stalemated
belligerents split
vote

leviathan peace revisionist war

peace war peace war

19 1 2 4

war-winner loses
election/stalemated
belligerents do not
split vote

residual peace recalibrated peace

peace war peace war

4 0 1 0



now-advantaged side an additional share of the vote, then recalibrated peace
should hold. The logic that governs military draws is therefore similar to
the one that governs relative wins or decisive war outcomes.

over time

The theory emphasizes power shifts from war’s end to the founding postwar
elections. But what happens when the power balance inverts after the ªrst elec-
tion? If security voting and war outcome heuristics featured prominently in
the founding election, a subsequent power shift also would encourage an em-
powered belligerent to remobilize, observing that strength on the battle-
ªeld would likely translate into votes at the future postwar ballot box. Over
time, however, the potency of security voting diminishes because politics
become more multivalent. Additionally, ex-combatants and commanders re-
integrate, their networks erode, and it becomes more difªcult for them to
remobilize.51 My ªndings therefore support the literature on war recurrence,
which anticipates an elevated risk of resumed hostilities during the ªve years
following civil conºict.

observable implications

My framework suggests several observable implications. The risk of remilitari-
zation should increase if there is a power shift and the now-stronger party (the
war-loser) loses the election to the now-weaker war-winner. Such a power
shift occurs if foreign patrons withdraw or deploy troops or support, if demo-
bilization processes preserve certain factions while weakening others, or if, in
multiparty wars, third-party armed actors switch sides. As the mechanisms
underpinning this posited relationship between power, voting, and war, the
theory implies that security voters should favor the war-winner’s party, and
postwar election results should therefore correlate with war outcomes.

Implications for Theories of How Elections Affect Peace

The article’s logic has several implications for existing research on war
and peace. First, in the conventional bargaining model of conºict, war may
result because adversaries possess private information about capabilities
and resolve and are incentivized to misrepresent that information, which may
lead belligerents to misperceive the distribution of power.52 In my theory,
constituents/spectators’ (i.e., voters’) miscalculations of the power balance can
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also cause war. This article brings the latter critical audience into the bargain-
ing model.

Second, my logic suggests that electoral losers will not necessarily demilita-
rize under power sharing and return to violence in the absence of such institu-
tional guarantees, as advanced in peace scholarship. I argue that the two key
factors inºuencing the decision to remilitarize are the stability of the military
power balance after war, and whether the election results align with that bal-
ance. The currently conceived power-sharing equation, relatively immutable
and unaffected by changes in military power after war, is unlikely to guarantee
that electoral losers, if strengthened in the postwar period, will gain a suf-
ªcient share of government power to disincentivize their remilitarization.
Also, in my framework, DDR and delayed elections may become part of the
problem rather than the solution, as they are heralded to be in the literature.
While DDR may dampen electoral losers’ capacity to remobilize, it can also
incentivize their return to hostilities by creating postwar disruptions to the bal-
ance of power between belligerents.53 Similarly, while delaying elections may
allow democracy-buttressing institutions to strengthen, it also allows more
time to upset the power balance, potentially leading the eventual elections to
destabilize the postwar political order.

Third, the article’s logic casts doubt on an alternative explanation of organi-
zational capacity as the cause of bargaining failure. According to this explana-
tion, groups return to war because they have the capacity to reinstate violence,
and their decision to remilitarize is independent of their desire to do so
because of an electoral loss. If only capacity to resume violence matters, the
belligerents should be able to reach an agreement short of war.54 For bargain-
ing to fail, it is necessary to consider how the prospect of future electoral re-
wards may make war beneªcial rather than costly for the newly empowered
belligerent. If the capacity argument were correct, then all military draws
would eventually become recurrent wars because all belligerents have remili-
tarization capacity. If I am correct, then only those draws that are followed by a
power shift that is not reºected in the election outcome would return to war.
Additionally, if capacity alone drives remilitarization, then newly empowered
groups would return to war after a power shift, even if the citizenry were to
accurately update its estimate of the belligerent’s strength and security compe-
tence and elect the more powerful party. If I am correct and the election results
also matter, then in such a scenario the newly bolstered party should remain
peaceful. I ªnd that the evidence aligns more closely with my model’s predic-
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tions. I turn now to how I evaluate my framework’s observable implications
against alternatives.

Research Design

I use mixed methods to evaluate my theory, which predicts that the risk of re-
militarization rises when the balance of power shifts and the newly empow-
ered war-loser does not win the election. My analyses require data on the
stability of the distribution of military power after war, the electoral fates of
civil war belligerents (i.e., who wins and who loses the postwar political con-
tests), and whether the belligerents remilitarize or demilitarize in the after-
math of war. I also examine whether my theory or the alternative arguments
centered on power sharing, delayed elections, or UN interventions are better
able to explain remilitarization risks. I quantitatively probe the mechanisms of
security voting to show that 54 percent of postwar populations base their votes
on stabilizing their states’ futures. They tend to apply war outcomes as their
heuristic for security capabilities and to elect war-winning belligerent parties.
Finally, I use case studies to trace how changes/stability in the balance of
power and polling results inºuence electoral losers’ decisions to resume hostil-
ities or sustain peace.

Election Losses, Power Shifts, and Remilitarization Risks

The universe of cases that I explore includes belligerents (i.e., rebels and
governments) that transitioned from civil conºict between 1970 and 2015.
This results in a dataset of 205 civil war belligerents across ªfty-seven differ-
ent states.55

election outcomes

I collected information from various print and electronic sources to identify
the successor parties of the belligerents, determine the postwar founding elec-
tions, and record the legislative vote share of the successor parties.56 My re-
search revealed that successor parties emerged out of all conºicts, and only
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seven of the 205 government and rebel cases were banned from running. On
average, government successor parties gained 41.8 percent of the vote com-
pared to 25.6 percent for rebel parties. Parties with belligerent predecessors
tended to dominate the elections over nonbelligerent parties.

balance of power

The theory predicts that electoral losers are unlikely to remilitarize unless the
power balance is upset after the war, and voters fail to accurately update their
security competence estimates and vote for the newly empowered party. An
ideal operationalization would code whether there was a shift, changing
which military organization was dominant. Such data are not available, how-
ever, and I therefore analyzed a variable, “power shift,” which measures
changes in the postwar balance of military power and indicates which side it
favored.57 Unfortunately, these data exist for only those conºicts that ended
between 1990 and 2009 (n�88). But within this subset, the data are available
for all cases, suggesting little selection bias. In this subsample, I ªnd that
14 percent of war-losers gained power during the postwar period, destabiliz-
ing the power balance of 28 percent of the belligerent cases. In the remaining
cases, the power balance was maintained or reinforced (i.e., the war-winner
became stronger).

remilitarization

To probe the relationship between power shifts, electoral results, and the deci-
sion to reinitiate ªghting, I use new data on whether the belligerents returned
to war and, if they did, who initiated the new ªghting.58 This belligerent-level
coding of remilitarization enables analysis of whether electoral winners or los-
ers are more likely to restart war. I deªne remilitarization as “a return to orga-
nized violence by the same armed group, exploiting the assets of the prior
group, that is, its coercive structure, recruits, command-and-control apparatus,
organizational know-how, ªnances, and ties to the population.”59 I distinguish
remilitarization from violence caused by new belligerents and conºicts and
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create a binary variable, “reinitiated war,” which is coded as “1” if the belliger-
ent remilitarized after the elections and “0” otherwise. Of the belligerents who
transitioned from violence from 1970 to 2015, 30 percent returned to war with
the same combatants.

assessing the risk of war recurrence

This section shows the risk of war recurrence associated with each of the
four scenarios (leviathan peace, revisionist war, residual peace, recalibrated
peace). These bivariate relationships, displayed in table 2, do not consider po-
tentially confounding variables, but they display the broad brushstrokes of
power shifts, election results, and resumed violence after war. Given that
the scenarios are experienced at the state level, this analysis employs conºict-
level data.

Of the thirty-one conºicts for which data on power shifts are available, ªve
returned to war within ªve years, two did so thereafter, and twenty-four con-
solidated peace. To examine whether power upsets and election results can ac-
count for this postwar divergence, I explore the incidence of remilitarization
and demilitarization across the different scenarios. My theory accurately pre-
dicts the outcomes in twenty-eight of the thirty-one cases. Conªrming my hy-
pothesis, it is more likely for belligerents to demilitarize and for a leviathan
peace to emerge if the power balance stabilized and the war-winner won the
election. Where the power balance inverted and the war-winner nonetheless
won the election, the belligerents tended to plunge their states back into war.
Scenarios in which the war-winner lost the election—with either a stable or
upset power balance—were rarer but faced a negligible risk of remilitarization,
substantiating the logic of residual and recalibrated peace.

In only three cases does the theory inaccurately predict the outcome. In the
borderline case of Liberia, leviathan peace was sustained after the 1997 elec-
tion, but a power shift occurred soon thereafter when the United Liberation
Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO) became bolstered by Sierra
Leonean Kamajor ªghters retreating over the border. This later, postelection
power shift in 2000 incentivized ULIMO to engage in revisionist war (as
Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy, LURD) over the medium
term. In the case of Bosnia, the theory would expect revisionist conºict when
the Party of Democratic Action (SDA) took the advantage in territory and arms
after the war. The state nonetheless escaped this perilous fate, likely because of
the NATO-led Implementation Force.60 Similarly, in Nepal, the Maoists dis-
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mantled their “people’s governments” after the war,61 which temporarily con-
ferred more territory to the government. Yet, because this interim government
included signiªcant rebel participation, the territorial shift failed to constitute
a meaningful power change between forces. Finally, there are two cases be-
yond the framework’s time threshold for remilitarization, in which an absence
of violence persisted for decade(s), but war eventually broke out again:
Mozambique and Georgia. The theory can accurately account for these cases’
short- to medium-term trajectories but not their long-term ones.

These ªndings are largely consistent with the framework’s observable impli-
cations: Remilitarization becomes more likely when there is a shift in the bal-
ance of power, and the newly empowered war-loser does not win the election.
The next section addresses whether selection bias may have affected this anal-
ysis, and whether omitted determinants of power shifts, election outcomes,
and remilitarization could be confounding the results.

selection and potential confounders

I examine the full universe of conºicts that ended and were followed by demo-
cratic elections. But war termination and democratic elections are nonran-
domly assigned.62 While several factors moderate these selection concerns—
nearly all post-conºict states held elections, only a few groups boycotted
them,63 and even unpopular groups attempted to get elected—the prospect of
bias remains. To address these sources of potential selection, I specify control
variables appropriately in the statistical analyses. Factors that might affect se-
lection into the universe of cases include war duration,64 the nature of the war-
ring parties’ incompatibility (secession or state takeover),65 the extent of
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wartime violence,66 number of veto players,67 development levels, and democ-
racy scores.68

Threats to inference also stem from endogeneity and spuriousness be-
cause power shifts and election outcomes are not random. To accurately assess
the explanatory weight of shifts and election results on remilitarization,
I therefore focus on factors that might affect a belligerent’s power balance,
electoral performance, and decision to return to war. Earlier sections in this ar-
ticle review scholarship on several factors that might confound this relation-
ship or independently drive the resumption of hostilities, possibilities that
I analyze statistically. These include the absence of internal power-sharing
guarantees, external UN intervention guarantees, and delayed political con-
tests. Additionally, I consider whether groups with strong organizational ca-
pacity resume war irrespective of the election results, and whether electoral
losers remilitarize irrespective of the power balance.69

do power shifts and election results affect enduring peace?

I use multivariate models to test the effects of power shifts and election results
on a binary variable, “reinitiated war,” controlling for possible confounding
variables and comparing the analyses with models that evaluate alternative
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logged GDP per capita, “e_migdppcln,” and a clean election index, “v2xel_frefair.” For the V-Dem
data, see Staffan I. Lindberg et al., “V-Dem: A New Way to Measure Democracy,” Journal of Democ-
racy, Vol. 25, No. 3 (July 2014), pp. 159–169, https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/v-dem-
a-new-way-to-measure-democracy/.
69. For a list of sources, see table A.4, and for summary statistics, see table A.5, both of which are
located in the online appendix.



explanations. Table A.1 in the online appendix shows the results of this series
of logistic regression models. Several states in the dataset have endured multi-
ple civil wars. Robust standard errors clustered at the state level account for
the nonindependence of these observations.70

The basic pattern revealed in table 2 generally holds in the multivariate anal-
yses.71 The remilitarization risk rises dramatically when the balance of power
inverts, but the war-winner nonetheless wins the election. Holding the other
variables at their means, the predicted probability of remilitarization in this
scenario is 56 percent, compared to 0.4 percent if the power balance sustains or
shifts and the newly empowered war-loser wins the election.

alternative explanations for postelection remilitarization

This section evaluates the article’s main claim—that power shifts and election
results shape the decision to remilitarize—against alternatives centered on the
structural and institutional features of the elections. A ªrst alternative logic
holds that the effects of electoral loss on remilitarization should depend on
whether the elections were held under power-sharing arrangements rather
than on shifts in power. I use information on power sharing from Caroline
Hartzell and Matthew Hoddie’s dataset72 and from the Peace Agreement
Dataset,73 and I measure the nature of the electoral system (i.e., majoritarian or
proportional) with the Varieties of Democracy indicator, “v2elparlel.”74

Table A.1, models 2–4 in the online appendix cast doubt on this alternative’s
ability to explain the decision to reinitiate war. Figure 3 illustrates the differ-
ences in remilitarization risk at different levels of electoral success for bel-
ligerents contesting elections enshrined in power-sharing regimes and those
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without such political guarantees. The 95 percent conªdence interval for
these differences in risk includes zero across all values of electoral perfor-
mance. Similarly, as shown in ªgure A.1 in the online appendix, I ªnd that,
across electoral outcomes, the difference in remilitarization risk between elec-
tions taking place under proportional representation and under majoritarian
voting rules is also not statistically signiªcant.

A second explanation maintains that electoral losers of quick elections will
return to war, whereas those of delayed ones will demilitarize. For election
timing, I calculate the number of years between war termination and the
founding elections. Table A.1, model 5 in the online appendix shows that elec-
tion timing has an insigniªcant effect on the likelihood that a belligerent will
remilitarize. But the interaction between election timing and vote share exerts
a signiªcant and negative effect on a belligerent’s remilitarization. Figure 4 dis-
plays the marginal effects of election timing on the risk of remilitarization at
different vote share levels. It illustrates that additional time between the end of
ªghting and the elections signiªcantly lowers the remilitarization risk for elec-
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Figure 3. Conditional Marginal Effects of Power Sharing on War Reinitiation

NOTE: The 95 percent conªdence interval for these differences in risk includes zero across all
values of electoral performance.



toral losers, particularly in the middle range of vote share values. Delaying
elections can allow time for institution-building, bolstering nonbelligerent par-
ties, and eroding remobilization capacity, as argued in the literature.75 It may
also allow more time for power shifts to occur, but for these shifts to become
cemented and legible to the population.

Surprisingly, the opposite is true for UN interventions. I analyze a UN inter-
vention variable from Brancati and Snyder’s dataset, which captures whether
and how the UN intervened (through mediation, observation, peacekeeping,
or enforcement).76 In table A.1, model 6 in the online appendix, I ªnd that the
presence of UN oversight or enforcers raises the risk of remilitarization for
electoral losers, but only in the middle range of electoral values. This result
could reºect the possibility that postwar power balances become inverted
more easily for belligerents in this middle range. It is also possible that two di-
mensions of UN standard operating procedures threaten the stability of post-
war power: the UN’s inevitable withdrawal; and the UN’s recipe for DDR,
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Figure 4. Average Marginal Effects of Election Timing on War Reinitiation



which, by relocating ex-combatants back home, tends to preserve the strength
of local armed groups but weaken nonlocal ones.77

The data suggest that organizational capacity78 does not by itself explain re-
militarization. Instead, a null relationship emerges between organizational co-
hesion and remilitarization (table A.1, model 7 in the online appendix). The
overall empirical ªnding—newly powerful groups are content to stay peaceful
if the power balance shifts, but the citizenry updates on this power balance
and elects these newly powerful groups—indicates that not only remilitariza-
tion capacity but also election results affect decisions to resume hostilities. As
discussed previously, all groups in cases of draws have organizational capac-
ity, and yet only in the case of a power shift (that is not reºected in the election
outcomes) do the groups return to war, further suggesting that belligerent par-
ties’ motivations for remilitarization are as important as their capacities.

Finally, table A.1, model 7 and ªgure A.3 in the online appendix reveal an
insigniªcant relationship between an electoral loser’s performance and the bi-
nary variable (i.e., “reinitiated war”), which suggests that electoral loss does
not inevitably spark remilitarization. Whether a belligerent loses the election
by a small or a large margin does not seem to inºuence its remilitarization
decision. Next, I probe the mechanisms by which the power balance and poll
results translate into a return to hostilities or consolidation of peace.

How the Citizenry Tends to Vote, and Why, Following a Civil War

If my framework is correct, the citizenry should tend to use war outcomes as
its heuristic for a party’s competence on stabilizing peace going forward, and
security voters should be more likely to cast ballots for the war-winner suc-
cessor parties. I ªrst establish the prevalence of security voters and then dem-
onstrate the citizenry’s widespread use of the war outcome cognitive shortcut
for deciding its vote choice in the founding elections.

security voters

To evaluate the generalizability of the mechanism of security salience, I ana-
lyze data from the World Values Survey (WVS).79 The WVS project conducted
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78. I use “strengthcent,” an indicator from the Non-State Actor (NSA) dataset, to measure the
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David E. Cunningham, Kristian Skrede Gleditsch, and Idean Salehyan, “Non-State Actor Data:
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surveys at approximately the same times as sixteen of the cross-national
dataset’s cases of founding elections and, across time and space, asked compa-
rable questions of issue salience for political life.80 Figure 5 displays the pro-
portion of respondents who viewed “maintaining order in the nation” to be
the most important issue facing the state. Across the cases for which WVS data
exist, an average of 54 percent of respondents were most concerned with se-
curing the future. While elections were multivalent and voters cast ballots
along diverse dimensions, security proved important to a majority of voters
emerging from civil war. I consider these individuals to be security voters.

war outcome heuristics

To probe whether security voters do in fact use war outcomes as an informa-
tional cue to judge security competence, I examine whether these voters were
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(Madrid: JD Systems Institute, 2014), https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentation
WVL.jsp.
80. For nine of the cases, the surveys asked about vote choice; table A.3 in the online appendix
lists the survey and election dates to show how accurately the polls reºect public opinion.

Figure 5. Proportion of Security Voters around the World

SOURCE: World Values Survey data on the most important issue facing each state for the
years listed in table A.3 in the online appendix. Ronald Inglehart et al., eds., World Values
Survey: All Rounds–Country-Pooled Dataªle Version, Waves 1–6 (Madrid: JD Systems In-
stitute, WVSA Secretariat, 2020), https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentation
WVL.jsp.



more likely to vote for the winning belligerent. For nine of the WVS cases, the
surveys also included questions about vote choice. For each of these cases of
recorded vote choice, I run a simple bivariate analysis to determine the effect
of being a security voter on the likelihood of voting for the militarily advan-
taged belligerent party in that election (as coded by the cross-national dataset’s
“war outcome” variable).81 Figure 6 displays the regression coefªcients from
each of these election-level analyses. The data suggest that, in most cases, secu-
rity voters, who are a sizable share of the electorate, were between 6 and
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81. For the case of El Salvador, I was able to analyze more comprehensive survey data from the
Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) 1995 dataset and ask whether political ideology/

Figure 6. Marginal Effect of Being a Security Voter and Voting for the Militarily Winning
Belligerent Party

SOURCE: World Values Survey data for issue salience and vote choice for the years listed
in table A.3 in the online appendix. Inglehart et al., World Values Survey.

NOTE: The ªgure displays the regression coefªcient from a bivariate analysis of the effect of
being a security voter on the likelihood of voting for the militarily advantaged belligerent
party (as coded by the cross-national data set’s “war outcome” variable). For example, in
the case of Croatia, the data suggest that security voters were 16 percent more likely to
cast their ballots for the winning combatant party over either militarily losing or non-
belligerent parties.



16 percent more likely to cast their ballots for the winning combatant party
over either militarily losing or nonbelligerent parties. This outcome holds in
states where the balance of power both stayed stable and shifted, which sug-
gests that security voters use this heuristic and tend to fail to update their esti-
mates of war-winners’ and losers’ respective abilities to provide stability in the
face of upsets to military might.

electing war-winners

As a result of the prevalence of security voters, and these valence voters’ use of
war outcomes as a cognitive shortcut for judging competence on security,
founding postwar election results should tend to align with war outcomes, re-
gardless of whether there is a change in the balance of power. To capture
“war outcomes,” I use data from the Uppsala Conºict Data Program (UCDP)
Conºict Termination Dataset (v.2-2015).82 I create an ordinal variable that
ranges from “0” (government victory) to “3” (rebel victory). I code “no activ-
ity” (a rebellion that petered out) as “1,” and conºicts that ended in “peace
agreements/ceaseªre” as “2.” But some cases in the UCDP “no activity” cate-
gory involved signiªcant concessions in frozen conºicts, and some cases in
the “peace agreements and ceaseªres” category involved negotiated surren-
ders. I therefore created an alternative operationalization of the indecisive war
outcomes (i.e., those involving relative government victory or military draw)
using the indicator “rebstrength” from the Non-State Actor (NSA) dataset,
which measures the strength of the rebels relative to the government at war’s
end.83 “Rebstrength” is a ªve-point indicator that ranges from much weaker to
much stronger and is based on information on the rebel group’s ability to tar-
get government forces, or its “offensive strength.” I collapse the “weaker” and
“much weaker” categories into relative government victory (“1”) and use the
“equally strong” or parity category to proxy for a draw (“2”). On the one hand,
this alternative scale captures whether the indecisive outcomes were asymmet-
rical or symmetrical. On the other hand, strength is an imperfect proxy for war
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outcomes, as illustrated by cases in which relatively weaker rebels nonetheless
won the wars (e.g., in East Timor). The correlation between the two war out-
come proxies is high (0.7). Figure A.4 in the online appendix shows the
distribution of the ªrst war outcome scale.

I regress the belligerent party’s founding election vote share on the war out-
come measure using ordinary least squares and controlling for a range of
covariates and confounders (i.e., wartime popular support, victimization,
governance, resources, unity, and coercion).84 I analyze government and rebel
belligerents separately. The “war outcome” variable is increasing in those out-
comes that are favorable to the rebels (i.e., “0” is government victory, “3” is
rebel victory); thus, the theory anticipates a positive relationship between
“war outcome” and rebel successor party vote share and a negative relation-
ship between “war outcome” and government party vote share.

Table A.2, models 1 and 2 in the online appendix test the inºuence of war
outcomes on rebel and government successor party success, respectively;
models 3 and 4 estimate the effect of war outcomes on this electoral perfor-
mance controlling for confounding variables (see table A.6 in the online ap-
pendix for robustness checks). These cross-national analyses suggest that war
outcomes powerfully predict both rebel and government belligerent successor
parties’ electoral performances in founding postwar elections, as anticipated
by the theory’s mechanisms of heuristics and security voting. Figures 7 (rebels)
and 8 (government) illustrate this result, suggesting that war-winners tend to
win the elections regardless of whether the power balance is stable or inverted.

Case Studies

The cross-national analyses and individual survey data are consistent with my
argument that, against oft-cited fears, electoral losers, even those contesting
quick elections without guarantees of shared or proportionate power and UN
oversight, do not necessarily return to war. The ªndings further indicate that
shifts in relative military power may be associated with an elevated risk of a
return to civil war if citizens do not update their understanding of the power
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balance and elect the newly empowered war-loser. Given such power shifts
and electoral losses, I argue that the electoral beneªts to demonstrating mili-
tary strength on the civil war battleªeld generate a perverse incentive to remil-
itarize. Because the correlational analyses do not lend themselves to testing
this strategic logic, this section uses illustrative case studies (based upon sec-
ondary materials, archival records, and in-depth interviews with experts
and policymakers) to trace the process by which the (in)stability of the postwar
distribution of relative military power and the alignment of this power with
electoral results translate into the decision to keep the peace or renew hostili-
ties (see table 3). These cases vary on the key independent variables—power
shifts and election results—but hold relatively constant other correlates of
war recurrence (i.e., war outcomes, power sharing, election timing, and de-
mocracy scores).

leviathan peace in el salvador

Civil war ravaged El Salvador from 1979 to 1992, pitting the leftist Farabundo
Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) rebels against the Salvadoran armed
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Figure 7. War Outcomes and Rebel Vote Shares in Founding Elections

NOTE: Fitted line from an ordinary least squares regression; the gray shading denotes
95 percent conªdence intervals.



forces, which were bolstered by militias and death squads.85 The Chapultepec
Agreement brought the civil war to a close, and founding elections were held
two years after the negotiated settlement. In the electoral campaign, the gov-
ernment successor party, the Nationalist Republican Alliance, faced the suc-
cessor to the guerrilla armies, the FMLN party.86 Nearly 40 percent of the
population and 48 percent of unaligned voters cited violence-related issues as
the main problems facing the state ahead of the elections.87
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Figure 8. War Outcomes and Government Belligerent Vote Shares in Founding Elections

NOTE: Fitted line from an ordinary least squares regression; the gray shading denotes
95 percent conªdence intervals.



During the political period between the peace accord and elections, there
was little shift in the relative balance of power88 that had locked the FMLN in a
stalemate with the Salvadoran military.89 The FMLN disarmed and demobi-
lized as of December 15, 1992.90 At the same time, the accords reduced the
Salvadoran military by 50 percent, purged 102 of the top ofªcers, disbanded
the National Guard and Treasury Police, and dissolved the paramilitary forces,
civil defense units, intelligence agency, and National Police.91 a new intelli-
gence organization under direct civilian control replaced these actors, and a
new national civilian police force formed, made up of 20 percent former guer-
rilla ªghters, 20 percent former National Police members, and 60 percent non-
combatant personnel who had recently joined its ranks.92 To the extent that
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Table 3. Case Studies of War and Peace after Elections

Postwar Balance of Power

stable power balance upset power balance

Election
Outcome

war-winner wins
election/stalemated
belligerents split vote

leviathan peace

(El Salvador 1994)

revisionist war

(Angola 1992)

war-winner loses
election/stalemated
belligerents do not
split vote

residual peace

(Indonesia 2004; Kosovo 2001;
Liberia 2005; Philippines 1998;
UK 2001)

recalibrated peace

(Nicaragua 1990)

NOTE: The years in parentheses refer to the timing of the postwar elections.



the demobilization process was asymmetrical, a rebalancing of power was
achieved. For example, according to President Alfredo Cristiani, during de-
lays in the purging of the ofªcer corps, the government allowed the FMLN
to maintain its air-to-surface missiles, and both sides remained cohesive
with their remilitarization networks intact.93 Both parties seemingly under-
stood that the distribution of power was sustained.

As revealed in its internal party memos, the FMLN’s plan was to remain a
peaceful alternative political force even if it narrowly lost the elections, as such
a result would be congruent with its military strength.94 FMLN members saw
the rebels’ competitive participation in national elections as a “signiªcant vic-
tory,” even if they did not have a legislative majority.95 “Whatever happens,
we win,” they declared.96

With the power balance unaltered, the FMLN did not expect a better mili-
tary outcome with correspondingly superior electoral prospects were it to en-
gage in renewed ªghting.97 Despite losing the founding postwar election98 and
retaining the organizational capacity to return to war, the FMLN did not remil-
itarize. Similarly, the government remained convinced that were it to return to
war, its military fate and its corresponding future electoral fate would also re-
main unchanged.99 Both parties thus decided to consolidate peace.

revisionist war in angola

Angola followed a divergent trajectory in the aftermath of its nearly two-
decade-long war between UNITA rebels and the Marxist Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) government forces. During the Mavinga
battle in early 1991, “the MPLA realized that it could not obtain a military vic-
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tory.”100 UNITA had reached a similar conclusion, opening the door to negotia-
tions, which bore fruit in the Bicesse Accords, signed on May 31, 1991: “After
over 30 years of war—14 of anti-colonialist struggle and 16 of bitter conºict fu-
eled by external backers—most Angolans [were] desperately weary of conºict
and said they would vote for any party that will bring peace and stability.”101

The accords called for multiparty elections to be held in September the follow-
ing year, in which the warring parties would compete as electoral parties.

In the interim, the demobilization process in Angola “upset the balance of
power between the two militaries. . . . The cantonment process had worked
decisively in UNITA’s favor; UNITA’s army maintained its discipline and re-
mained a uniªed force that could be mobilized quickly for ªghting pur-
poses.”102 Compared with 50 percent of government troops, 94 percent of
UNITA troops were quartered in cantonments.103 Partially because of its rela-
tive geographic dispersion, “the government’s army . . . suffered from poor
morale; desertion and drunkenness were rife.”104 Many government ªghters
“self-demobilized,” or deserted, and as many as 12,000 soldiers became unac-
counted for105 as the Angolan government largely “neglected its regular armed
forces.”106 Additionally, “while UNITA was merely handing over its more out-
of-date weapons, keeping its more modern armaments and best-trained men
in reserve camps,”107 the Angolan government “failed to maintain its existing
military equipment.”108 This generated an unforeseen demobilization-induced
shock to the two main belligerent players’ power positions.109 During this pe-
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riod between the ceaseªre and the elections, “many observers expected
the MPLA to collapse,” and there were many MPLA ofªcials who therefore be-
lieved “their party would be defeated in the elections.”110

As a result of this power shock, “Savimbi’s generals informed him that
Angola could be taken by a military surprise attack. . . . The peace process had
greatly strengthened UNITA; Savimbi was conªdent that UNITA could win
the [next] war.”111 Given the illegibility of this DDR-induced shock, however,
voters did not accurately update on the new power balance and instead used
the war outcome as their heuristic for gauging competence on future security.
As a result, the voters were split—the newly militarily empowered UNITA re-
bels narrowly lost the founding postwar elections with 40 percent of the ªrst-
round presidential vote and 34 percent of the National Assembly, earning
seventy of the 220 seats. Accordingly, Savimbi judged the founding election
results as incongruent with the new postwar power distribution and the
likely outcome of a resumed round of ªghting. Indeed, “fearing [the] conse-
quences of this discrepancy between military power and electoral support, [U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State Herman] Cohen admitted that it was not hard to
wish for a UNITA [electoral] victory.”112 UNITA perceived that it could return
to the postwar ballot box as the military victor, a title that, through security
voting, would signiªcantly raise its prospects of an electoral landslide in fu-
ture elections.113 “In a bid to consolidate control of its strongholds and to take
over new areas before a [future electoral] run-off, UNITA launched a military
offensive”114 and returned to full-scale revisionist war.

residual peace around the world

I turn from Angola to a collection of empirical cases in which the balance of
power was sustained but the war-winner lost the postwar election. Several
cases deªed the trend of high security salience ahead of the founding elections.
Wars in noncontiguous or satellite territories, which affected only certain re-
gions and minority populations, exhibited such a dynamic. For example,
most of the national populations of the Philippines, the United Kingdom,
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and Indonesia—those living in Luzon, Great Britain, or Java—likely did not
acutely feel the civil war violence taking place in the island territories of
Mindanao, Northern Ireland, or East Timor, or the relief when peace followed.
Accordingly, security voting was not a powerful force in the postwar national
elections in these three states, and the victor party did not gain a signiªcant
boost from the war outcomes; rather, other dimensions of voting dominated.115

A return to war would have been unlikely to improve the belligerent parties’
performances on these other dimensions; thus, peace resulted.

In other cases, the successor parties ran poor campaigns and were punished
electorally for doing so. They thus lost at the polls despite maintaining the mil-
itary upper hand. For example, in Kosovo, the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA)
carried the prestige “of having led [and won] the war of liberation against
Serbia.” The power balance “did not change”116 after the war, but the KLA’s
successor party, the Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK), nonetheless lost to the
nonbelligerent Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK) party in the founding
elections because the PDK failed to moderate, reach out beyond its wartime
constituency, or signal restraint.117 An improved future political campaign, not
remilitarization, was the remedy to its electoral loss, and the KLA’s com-
mander, Hashim Thaçi, “[peacefully] conceded defeat.”118

In a ªnal (rare) set of cases, the power balance held but the war-winner
lost the election because voters chose nonbelligerents’ offers of rule of law
over belligerents’ promises of iron-ªst security. For example, in Liberia, de-
spite military successes, neither the rebel groups (LURD and Movement
for Democracy in Liberia) nor the belligerent government party (National
Patriotic Party) emerged as signiªcant forces in the 2005 election. Instead,
two nonbelligerents—a female technocrat and a football star—competed for
votes because the citizenry was disillusioned with short-lived episodes of past
postwar leviathan peace and preferred civilian parties.119 Again, remilitar-
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ization would have been unlikely to alter these citizen preferences; residual
peace consolidated.120

recalibrated peace in nicaragua

The ªnal case study travels back to Central America, this time to the Contra
War in Nicaragua (1982–1990), which pitted the Sandinista revolutionary gov-
ernment (Sandinista National Liberation Front, FSLN)121 against the U.S.-
backed counterrevolutionaries, the Contra rebels. This war, terminated with
the Esquipulas Peace Process and the Tela Accords, ended asymmetrically
with the “strategic defeat”122 and “military and political collapse of the coun-
terrevolution.”123 The population observed that it was the Contras, not the
Sandinistas, who had agreed to disarm its 22,000 comrades in arms. Moreover,
the United States had agreed to the peace accords, signaling that it did not be-
lieve that the Contras could win an outright victory. A consensus emerged that
the Sandinistas were militarily winning at the end of the war. This was the
dominant view at the start of the political campaign for the 1990 founding elec-
tions, which brought the incumbent Sandinistas into political contestation
with the National Opposition Union (UNO), a conglomerate of opposition par-
ties, backed by the United States, with arguable ties to the Contras.124 In the
words of Vanessa Castro and Gary Prevost, “The issue of war and peace was
the most important during the campaign.”125
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Going into this campaign, decided security voters strongly favored the war-
winning Sandinistas over UNO (42.5 to 18.6 percent). Moreover, they viewed
the Sandinistas as most competent in building peace (41 to 26 percent). These
preferences held not only for the Sandinistas’ core supporters—public sector
employees and the military—but also for traditional swing voters. The
Sandinistas were thus “conªdent of success at the polls.”126

Yet, approximately 30–50 percent of the electorate remained undecided at
this point in the campaign; they were most concerned with “political stability,”
but unsure about who was more credible on security issues.127 These voters,
I argue, updated their assessments of security competence as the power bal-
ance shifted after the war’s end.

While USSR patronage for the Sandinistas was dissipating, the United States
doubled down on its support for the Contras during the electoral campaign,
engaging in aggressive public rhetoric and bellicose behavior. President
George H. W. Bush issued clear statements that the war and embargo would
end only if UNO won the election.128 The United States further reduced its
support for Contra disarmament and threatened to engage in a direct war
against Nicaragua (following its invasion of Panama, a highly legible event
for the citizenry). This generated the sense that “Washington could extend
the conºict at will”129 and thus that the balance of power was actually a
“frustrated peace and stagnated war” between the United States and the
Sandinistas, rather than a Sandinista victory over the defeated, and disarm-
ing, Contras.130

Undecided voters updated their perceptions of this power balance. Of those
who made up their minds during the campaign, 71.6 percent voted for UNO
and 12.4 percent voted for FSLN; approximately 36 percent of the Nicaraguan
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electorate decided to vote for UNO over the course of the campaign.131

This electoral “middle” gave up on the Sandinistas being able to solve the
“U.S. problem,” and decided that voting for only the U.S.-allied party would
bring about a sustainable end to war.132 Indeed, a large majority of all voters
(76 percent) agreed in postelection polls that “if the Sandinistas had won, the
war would never have ended.”133 Of the voters, 90 percent believed that
UNO’s “principal accomplishment” was terminating the conºict and securing
peace. Winning the accurately updated security swing vote enabled UNO to
amass 54 percent of the vote when the Nicaraguan electorate went to cast their
ballots on February 25, 1990. The incumbent Sandinistas’ loss—at 41 percent of
the vote—reºected an altered postwar power balance rather than the war out-
come. This loss was variably described as a “stunning electoral defeat,” and
a “stunning upset,” which “stunned many political analysts,” and produced
“stunned Sandinistas.”134

And yet, in the aftermath of this electoral loss, the Sandinistas did not remil-
itarize. Instead, they updated their calculations of the power balance and
decided that, given the U.S. preponderance of force, a return to war would
yield neither a superior war outcome nor a boosted future electoral result.
Recalibrated peace was thus consolidated.

over time: post-election power shift in nicaragua. This case offers
valuable longitudinal variation in the power balance, which I use to explore
the remilitarization dynamics over time. Peace in Nicaragua was short-lived
because the United States again shocked the balance of power by using the
1990 election as its exit strategy, withdrawing support from the Contras in
the election’s aftermath.135 As a result, the Contra-backed UNO president,
Violeta Chamorro, “chose against all expectations to govern not in alliance
with those who elected her but rather in conjunction with the Sandinistas.”136
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Chamorro’s pact permitted the Sandinistas to “continue to command the army
without civilian supervision and let their intelligence apparatus keep its au-
tonomy, authority and power.”137 The extraction of foreign patronage from
the Contras combined with Chamorro’s pact again shifted the balance of
power; this time, it favored the 1990 electoral loser, the Sandinistas, who ex-
ploited this shift to launch an offensive against the Contras. In so doing, the
Sandinistas sought to guarantee their electoral future. As Timothy Brown esti-
mates, “Largely as a consequence of the Chamorro-Sandinista pact . . . armed
violence [resumed] . . . [with] violent attacks against former [Contra]
Comandos or their families. . . . The vast majority of the perpetrators of these
acts were Sandinista army, police, or party activists.”138 In response, thousands
of former Contras remilitarized. By 1992, an estimated 22,835 irregular troops
had rearmed and reverted to military struggle as the “Re-Contras.”139

Conclusion

Why does ªghting recur after some civil conºicts, whereas peace consolidates
following others? This article informs an important theoretical and policy de-
bate on the inºuence of elections on the durability of peace after wars. The
debate centers on how to harness the beneªts of democracy while constrain-
ing the electoral losers from “rejecting the election results and returning to
war.”140 Yet, the existing literature has examined neither the relationship be-
tween election outcomes and remilitarization nor the behavior of electoral
losers. Additionally, it tends to examine national-level indicators of war recur-
rence rather than capturing which belligerents reinitiate war. This article pro-
vides evidence against the conventional wisdom that, absent safeguards,
postwar elections provide a “revolving door” back to war.

Using new data on postwar election results and remilitarization coded at the
belligerent level, I have found that losing elections does not drive belligerents
to remilitarize. Instead, my analyses suggest that citizens—engaging in secu-
rity voting and using war outcomes as a heuristic to secure the future—tend to
elect peace. Preserving the balance of power in the aftermath of such elections
is, however, critical to cementing this peace. Electoral losers prove likely to
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sustainably demilitarize if the power balance remains stable and election out-
comes reºect this military power balance, or if other factors determine the
election results. In such cases, renewed ªghting offers few prospects of modi-
fying the losers’ shares of future political power. If shocks alter the power
distribution in the losers’ favor, however, and citizens do not accurately up-
date their understanding of the power distribution, electoral losers become
incentivized to remilitarize because superior military war outcomes confer
electoral beneªts. Of course, belligerents do not always calculate accurately.
In Liberia in 2000, for example, ULIMO decided to remilitarize (as LURD)
to strengthen its political position in future elections. It miscalculated and
performed poorly in the subsequent 2005 postwar election. In other cases,
such as Croatia and Cambodia, the decision to remilitarize did generate
the anticipated electoral rewards in postwar elections following second
wars. Additionally, security voting may create perverse incentives even short
of war. If belligerent parties succeed electorally when security remains sa-
lient over time, they become incentivized to endogenously sustain secu-
rity’s salience in voters’ minds through not only espousing fear-mongering
rhetoric but also (potentially) ensuring that security threats persist through
low-level violence.141

These ªndings suggest that bargaining may fail not only because of commit-
ment problems, information asymmetries, and issue indivisibility,142 but also
because war creates beneªts that cannot be exchanged ex ante. It follows that
the international community should focus on preventing shifts in the balance
of power after war by averting asymmetric demobilization processes that
strengthen certain belligerents but weaken others. Problematically, foreign in-
terveners often use elections as their exit strategy. This proves destabilizing be-
cause power tends to shift after their withdrawal, incentivizing belligerents to
remilitarize in order to establish the new power balance that will underpin fu-
ture elections. Delaying elections to bolster democratic institutions may be
beneªcial. Such a lapse in time can increase opportunities for power shifts, but
it can also give voters time to register and accurately estimate those shifts.
Finally, while power sharing may confer other beneªts, it appears unlikely to
be able to guard against electoral losers returning to war if they face a military
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power shock. Rendering power sharing endogenous to morphing power dy-
namics after war could make this tool more effective at averting the resump-
tion of violence.

Stabilizing the power balance after war is critical. But where its inversion is
unavoidable, the international community should seek to detect and commu-
nicate to voters the new power distribution. Doing so could facilitate voters’
updating on which party is stronger, help ensure that they elect the stabilizing
party, and thereby avert revisionist war. Overall, understanding in which post-
conºict scenario a state falls, and its associated electoral incentives and disin-
centives for remilitarization, could ballast the state during the stormy seas of
the transition from war to peace.
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